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5G INFRASTRUCTURE COLLABORATION AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT BETWEEN:

Each beneficiary to a Grant Agreement with the EC in respect of a particular 5G Action that has ac-
ceded to this Agreement by signing an Accession Form

each individually referred to as “Party” and jointly referred to as “Parties”.

Preamble

1. On 15 December 2013, the 5G Infrastructure Association was registered by a Decree of the Bel-
gian King.  The founding members were Alcatel-Lucent Bell NV, Ericsson AB, Nokia Solutions and 
Networks Oy, Orange and SES.  On the same day these founding members signed the Industry 
Association Members Agreement, setting out the manner in which the Association will operate.  
Since that date, numerous other organisations have become members of the 5G Infrastructure 
Association. 

2. On 17 December 2013, the European Commission and the 5G Infrastructure Association signed 
the PPP Contractual Arrangement, setting up the Public-Private Partnership in the area of Ad-
vanced 5G Network Infrastructure for the Future Internet (“5G PPP”).  A copy of this contract, 
and the technical Annnex, is at http://5g-ppp.eu/contract/.  The contract sets out the objectives 
of the 5G PPP, and sets up a Partnership Board comprising representatives from the European 
Commission and members of the wider community of stakeholders. 

3. Section 3.4 of the technical Annex to the PPP Contractual Arrangement referred to at No. 2 
above sets out how the 5G PPP is to work:

„The term Public-Private-Partnership – PPP in the context of this annex is defined as follows. 
The PPP corresponds to the overall structure including: 
- the Association with the Industry Advisory Board and 
- the 5G Initiative, which comprises the selected projects under the PPP umbrella in all 

programme phases, the Steering Board and the Technology Board.  This 5G Initiative is 
organised under the 5G Infrastructure Collaboration Agreement, 

- the Net!Works European Technology Platform as representation of the wider sector via 
its direct link (Members Agreement) to the Association. 

The PPP will have a number of parallel mainstream RTD and Innovation projects to investi-
gate the different technical concepts and systems as well as optimising their performance and 
validate their feasibility as indicated in the SRIA priorities.

In addition, it is foreseen to coordinate the cooperation between RTD and Innovation projects 
for interface definition and alignment through an efficient Coordination Action.  Each project 
will have dedicated tasks and allocated resources for these common activities in order to en-
sure commitment to the holistic approach.  This coordination action will also support the bod-
ies in the PPP governance for monitoring the programme progress, for the identification of 
programme issues and for initiating mitigation actions.

This model (WWI-model as applied in FP6) was successfully used to develop the basic con-
cepts of IMT -Advanced and LTE – today globally deployed mobile and wireless communica-
tion systems.  It provides means for cooperation between different collaborative research pro-
jects.  The collaboration should be facilitated by a dedicated support action, which is organis-
ing the necessary bodies in the PPP and is managing the necessary infrastructure and joint ac-
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tivities like dissemination events.  The proposed model ensures the cooperation between 
stakeholders based on a cooperative approach.  Participating projects are linked by cross-
issues for particular topic areas.  Cooperation depends on topic areas and interfaces, where 
cooperation is needed.“

4. As part of the PPP Contractual Arrangement, The 5G Infrastructure Association proposed to 
arrange for a Collaboration Agreement to be signed between Actions (defined below) in or-
der to implement the 5G Initiative but always in the context of the following general objec-
tives and specific objectives set out in the PPP Contractual Arrangement:   
- “To develop a significant portfolio of essential IPRs to secure the position of industry 

in Europe
- Support innovation through openness whilst securing IPRs and know-how with re-

spect to global competition
- Build extensive know-how and IPR in Europe for future systems in the research co

mmunity and industry
- Provide a governance model which on one hand supports the goals of openness, 

transparency and representativeness and on the other hand ensures an efficient 
management with minimized overhead

- Support an efficient information flow between projects by respecting the interests of 
each partner with respect to confidentiality and access rights.” 

5. The European Commission’s model H2020 Grant Agreement includes an optional Clause 41.4 
which states:
„The beneficiaries must conclude a written „collaboration agremeent“ with the complemen-
tary benficiaries to coordinate the work under the Agreement and the complementary grant 
agreement(s) (see Article 2), covering for instance: 
- Efficient decision-making processes, and
- Settlement of disputes.
The collaboration agreement must not contain any provision contrary to the [Grant] Agree-
ment.

The beneficiaries and complementary beneficiaries must create and participate in common 
boards and advisory structures to decide on collaboration and synchronisation of activities, 
including on management of outcomes, common approaches towards standardisation, SME 
involvement, links with regulatory and policy activities, and commonly shared dissemination 
and awareness raising activities.

The beneficairies must give access to their results to the complementary beneficiaries, for the 
purposes of the complementary grant agreement(s) (see Article 31.6).

The beneficairies must share the technical reports (see Article 20.3 and 20.4).  The confidenti-
ality obligations in Article 36 apply.“

6. The purpose of this Collaboration Agreement: 
(a) to enable Parties to comply with optional Clause 41.4 of model Grant Agreement, 

whether or not it is included in the final Grant Agreement for their 5G Action, and if it is 
not included, as if it is included and 

(b) (to the extent relevant) to implement the 5G Initiative,
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IT IS NOW AGREED AS FOLLOWS:

1. DEFINITIONS

1.1 Words beginning with a capital letter shall have the meaning defined herein, and where not de-
fined here they shall, for each 5G Action, have the meaning defined either in the Rules or in the 
Grant Agreement for that 5G Action.

1.2 Additional Definitions

Accession Date means, for each Party, the date of the signature of the Declaration of Accession by
that Party joining this Collaboration Agreement. 

An Affiliated Entity or Affiliate of a Party means:

(a) any Legal Entity directly or indirectly Controlling, Controlled by, or under common Control 
with that Party, for so long as such Control lasts; and

(b) any other Legal Entity that is listed in Annex 1 Part 2 to this Collaboration Agreement as be-
ing an Affiliated Entity of that Party, where such Legal Entity is one in which that Party (or a 
legal entity qualifying as an Affiliated Entity of that Party under (a) directly above) has a 
50% equity share or is the single largest equity shareholder.

For the above purposes, "Control" of any Legal Entity shall exist through the direct or indirect:

- ownership of more than 50% of the nominal value of the issued share capital of the Legal Entity 
or of more than 50% of the issued share capital entitling the holders to vote for the election of 
directors or persons performing similar functions, or 

- right by any other means to elect or appoint directors of the Legal Entity (or persons performing 
similar functions) who have a majority vote.

Common Control through government does not, in itself, create Affiliated Entity status. 

SAVE THAT, notwithstanding the above, any entity which is deemed an Affiliate under any 5G Consorti-
um Agreement shall be considered an Affiliate under this Collaboration Agreement, even if such entity 
does not meet the above criteria.

Collaboration Agreement means this 5G Public Infrastructure Collaboration Agreement. 

Confidential Information means any information and data of whatever nature disclosed by any of 
the Parties of one 5G Action (“Disclosing Party”) to any other Party of another 5G Action in connec-
tion with this Collaboration Agreement after acceding to this Collaboration Agreement, irrespective 
of the medium in which such information or data is embedded, subject to the various exclusion and 
other provisions set forth in Section 4.7 below, and,

 when disclosed in tangible form, is  marked “confidential” or similarly by the Disclosing Party, 
and

 when disclosed orally or visually, is identified at the time of disclosure as confidential and
confirmed in writing (including e.g in meeting minutes) as being confidential within 30 days 
after such disclosure .  

Declaration of Accession means a declaration in the form as provided in Annex 1 to become a Party 
to this Collaboration Agreement. 

5G Consortium Agreement means the consortium agreement for a 5G Action. 
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5G Action Background means any data, know-how or information – whatever its form or nature 

(tangible or intangible) including any rights such as IPRs – that:

(a) Is held by a Party before it acceded to its 5G Grant Agreement, and
(b) Is Needed to implement a 5G Action or Exploit a 5G Action Result.

5G Action Results shall have the meaning given to Results in the Grant Agreement of the specific 5G 
Action to which the Licensor is a beneficiary. 

Indirect Utilization means that Access Rights for Exploitation granted pursuant to this Collaboration 
Agreement shall include the right for a Party and its Affiliates to whom such Access Rights are grant-
ed to have a third party make, only for the account of and for the use, sale or other disposal by the 
Party and such Affiliates, products or services, provided that the substantial portion of the specifica-
tions of such products or services has been designed by or for such Party and such Affiliates. 

Intellectual Property Rights or IPR means: patent, patent applications and other statutory rights in 
inventions; copyrights (including without limitation copyrights in software); registered design rights, 
applications for registered design rights, unregistered design rights and other statutory rights in de-
signs; and other similar or equivalent forms of statutory protection, wherever in the world arising or 
available; but excluding rights in Confidential Information or trade secrets. 

Needed means in respect of 5G Action Results of a Licensor Party that the use by a Party of another 
5G Action (“Licensee Party”) of such 5G Action Results, either:
(a) to implement its own tasks under its own 5G Action, or 
(b) to Exploit its own 5G Action Results generated under its own Action,
is technically essential in the sense that the execution and/or Exploitation would otherwise be im-
possible and:  

a) where IPRs are concerned, mean that those IPRs would be infringed absent the Access 
Rights granted under this Collaboration Agreement; 

b) where Confidential Information is concerned, only Confidential Information which has been 
disclosed in the course activities under of this Collaboration Agreement may be considered 
as technically essential, except as otherwise agreed between the Licensor Party and the Li-
censee Party. 

“Access Rights” means, for each 5G Action, the right to use 5G Action Results under the terms and 
conditions laid down in the Grant Agreement for the 5G Action within which the 5G Action Results 
were created, but excluding the right to use any of a Party’s 5G Action Background, or any IPR creat-
ed by a Party or one of its Affiliates in parallel to and independent of its 5G Action.

“5G Action” means an Action funded under the Horizon 2020 5G Program and to which the following 
applies:  
(a) the optional clause Article 41.4 of the model Grant Agreement is included in the final Grant 

Agreement for that Action, and/or
(b) at least one of the beneficiaries to the Actions listed at Annex 2 hereto agrees, to sign this 5G

Collaboration Agreement. 

“5G Action Coordinator” means the Coordinator of a particular 5G Action.  

“5G Action Technical Manager” means the person, as the case may be, designated as the Technical 
Manager in a particular 5G Action. 
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“5G Grant Agreement” means, for each 5G Action, the Grant Agreement that applies to that 5G Ac-
tion.

“Licensor” means the Party which is granting the Access Rights under this Collaboration Agreement.

“Licensee” means the Party which is receiving the Access Rights under this Collaboration Agreement.

“SRIA” means the Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda of the Net!Works European Technology 
Platform (http://www.networks-etp.eu/).

2. PURPOSE OF THIS AGREEMENT

2.1 The Parties have agreed to put in place this Collaboration Agreement for the following pur-
poses:
(a) to enable Parties inter se to comply with optional Clause 41.4 of model Grant Agree-

ment, whether or not it is included in the final Grant Agreement for their 5G Action, , 
and

(b) (to the extent relevant) to implement the 5G Initiative, 

2.2 For the avoidance of doubt, nothing in this Collaboration Agreement shall be construed to 
prevent all Parties to a particular 5G Action from agreeing (in the 5G Consortium Agreement 
of their 5G Action) to additional, supplementing Access Rights (including conditions there-
fore) or confidentiality obligations, provided that such obligations shall apply only to the Par-
ties of that 5G Action and their participation in that 5G Action.  

2.3 For the avoidance of doubt the terms of each 5G Consortium Agreement (and not the terms 
of this Collaboration Agreement) will govern all terms that apply between Parties to the 
same 5G Action.  This Collaboration Agreement only deals with terms that apply between 
Parties to different 5G Actions.

3. GOVERNANCE OF THE COOPERATION

Key Principles:
3.1 The key principles for the governance under the Collaboration Agreement are:

(a) on the one hand support the goals of openness, transparency and representativeness 
and on the other hand ensure an efficient management with minimized overhead, and

(b) a collaborative approach by respecting the legitimate interests of all Parties, which ex-
cludes top-down decision making by a small number of organisations on behalf of the 
others.

Steering Board:
3.2 The Steering Board will comprise of each 5G Action Coordinator (if it is a Party), a representa-

tive of the 5G Infrastructure Association, and a representative of the European Commission 
as observer.  Its role is to provide guidance on the overall partnership initiative, including:
(a) the cooperation between Actions and joint events to promote results of the Actions, 

concepts and systems,
(b) recommend on collaboration and synchronisation of activities, including but not limited 

to on management of outcomes, common approaches towards standardisation SME in-
volvement, links with regulatory and policy activities, and commonly shared dissemina-
tion and awareness raising activities.
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3.3 The Steering Board will be created (to insert specific timing) The Steering Board will, as soon 
as reasonably practical from the date of its establishment, agree upon an internal regulation, 
dealing with its internal organization, and procedures, all to be carried out taking into ac-
count the key principles of article 3.1 and all decisions to be carried out in accordance with 
the terms of this Collaboration Agreement.

Technology Board:
3.4 The Technology Board will comprise of each 5G Action Technical Manager, a representative 

of the 5G Infrastructure Association, and a representative of the European Commission as 
observer.  The Technology Board will:
(a) organise technical meetings and workshops, and establish calls within the organisation 

for research proposals to address research gaps. 

The Technology Board will be created (insert specific date).   The Technology Board will, as soon as 
reasonably practical, agree upon an internal regulation, dealing with its internal organization, and 
procedures, the internal regulation will take into account the key principles of article 3.1. and all de-
cision to be carried out in accordance with the terms of this Collaboration Agreement.

Working Groups:
3.5 The Steering Board may decide to set up Working Groups on a need basis for activities under 

the 5G Initiative which require the involvement of more than one Action.  The Steering Board 
will decide the composition and activities of any such Working Groups.  If established, any 
such Working Groups will work under the direction of, and will report to, the Steering Board, 
it being understood that the so called “KPI related working groups” referred to in the PPP 
Contractual Arrangement referred to in the Preamble should fall under the responsibility of 
the 5G Infrastructure Association.

4. IPR and ACCESS RIGHTS

4.1 This Collaboration Agreement deals with the grant of Access Rights by a Party of its 5G Action 
Results, to Parties of other 5G Actions, and general cooperation between 5G Actions.  In the 
event Parties from different 5G Actions agree in writing, at their sole discretion, to partici-
pate in joint common technical research collaboration, or to otherwise carry out activities 
which could result in new IPR (whether such IPR could be created solely by a Party, or creat-
ed jointly with a Party from another 5G Action), such Parties may enter into a specific collab-
oration agreement, dealing amongst others with ownership and licenses for results created 
under such cross common technical research collaboration.

4.2 General Principles relating to Access Rights to 5G Action Results

(i) all Access Rights to 5G Action Results herein are granted by one Party of a 5G Action to 
another Party of another (but not the same) 5G Action and are granted on a non-
exclusive worldwide basis and without the right to grant sub-licenses, unless otherwise 
agreed upon or expressly mentioned herein;

(ii) other than in exceptional circumstances, no transfer costs shall be charged for the grant-
ing of Access Rights.

(iii) Any Party choosing to rely on any deemed grant of Access Rights pursuant to this Col-
laboration Agreement does so at its own risk as nothing in this Collaboration Agreement 
prohibits a Party or any other party seeking by whatever means it chooses to enforce its 
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IPRs or contract or other rights if such Party or other party considers such right is not 
subject to such deemed grant, for example because the exercise of Access Rights is not 
Needed as the case may be.

(iv) The obligation to grant and the right to receive Access Rights under this Collaboration 
Agreement, unless terminated earlier or agreed otherwise by the Parties, expires three 
(3) years after the end of this Collaboration Agreement. 

(v) The granting of Access Rights may be made conditional on the acceptance of specific 
conditions aimed at ensuring that these rights will be used only for the intended pur-
pose and that appropriate confidentiality obligations are in place.

4.3 Grants of Access Rights to 5G Action Results

4.3.1 Each Party (“Licensor”) agrees to grant Access Rights to its 5G Action Results to each of the 
other Parties in other 5G Actions (“Licensee”):

(a) on a royalty free basis, to the extent that the Licensee Needs such Access Rights for im-
plementing its own tasks under its own 5G Action, and 

(b) on Fair and Reasonable Conditions, to the extent that the Licensee Needs such Access 
Rights for Exploiting its own 5G Action Results. 

In any case the Licensee must demonstrate and substantiate the Need for the Access Rights 

to the specific 5G Action Results.

The Licensee shall make a written request to the Licensor from which it requires the Access 

Rights for Exploiting its own 5G Action Results. The written request shall identify the 5G Ac-

tion Results of the Licensor and the own 5G Action Results concerned. Any such Access 

Rights shall only be granted upon the signature of a written agreement between the Licensee 

and Licensor and shall not be otherwise deemed granted.

Specific additional provisions for Access Rights to Software:

Parties’ Access Rights to Software (i) do not include any right to receive source code or object 

code ported to a certain hardware platform or any right to receive respective Software doc-

umentation in any particular form or detail, and (ii) apply only to object code as generated in

the 5G Action concerned by the Party granting the Access Rights.

4.3.2 For the avoidance of doubt, no Access Rights are granted between Parties under 5G Action 
Background.

4.3.3 Each Party will, through its 5G Action Coordinator, and subject to the confidentiality obliga-
tions existing under the individual 5G Actions,share with the other 5G Actions, the technical 
reports created by it within its 5G Action, as required by Article 20.3 and Article 20.4 of Grant 
Agreement, but subject always to the confidentiality obligations in Article 36 of Grant 
Agreement.   Each Party will, through its 5G Action Coordinator, share with THE 5 G INFRA-
STRUCTURE Association the relevant information to allow THE 5 G INFRASTRUCTURE Associa-
tion to comply with its obligations under the PPP Contractual Arrangement regarding Key 
Performance Indicators or KPI’s, subject to the confidentiality provions of this Collaboration 
Agreement.  The KPI’s are further described in Annex 3 to this Collaboration Agreement.  
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4.4 Access Rights to 5G Action Results for Affiliates

(i) Each Party agrees to grant Access Rights to its 5G Action Results to any Affiliate of a Par-
ty in another 5G Action as if such Affiliate was a Party, and subject to the condition that 
such Affiliate shall fulfill all confidentiality obligations towards the other Parties  as if 
such Affiliate was a Party to the Collaboration Agreement.  Access Rights granted to any
such Affiliate are subject to the continuation of the Access Rights of the Party of which it 
is an Affiliate, and shall automatically terminate upon termination of the Access Rights 
granted to such Party.  Further, if an Affiliate fails in any material respect to comply with 
the undertaking given by it as above, and fails to rectify the non-compliance after being 
given a reasonable opportunity to do so, all Access Rights granted to it based upon that 
undertaking shall terminate.  

4.5 Inability to grant Access Rights due to third parties’ rights

When a Party is unable to grant Access Rights which it reasonably believes that another Party 
will require under Section 4.3.1, or when the granting of such Access Rights is subject to any 
limitations or any restrictions which might substantially affect the terms and conditions of 
the granting of such Access Rights, it will promptly notify in writing such other Party.

4.6 Have made rights

Access Rights for Exploitation include the right of Indirect Utilization as such term is defined 
in this Collaboration Agreement 

4.7 Confidentiality

4.7.1 Period of confidentiality

For any Confidential Information the period of confidentiality shall be five (5) years from the 
date of disclosure (“Confidentiality Period”).

4.7.2 Confidentiality obligations

Each Party undertakes that:

 it will not during the Confidentiality Period of any Confidential Information use such 
Confidential Information for any purpose other than in accordance with the terms of 
the Collaboration Agreement; and

 it will during the Confidentiality Period use the same standard of care to protect the 
Confidential Information as it does with confidential information of its own (and not 
less than reasonable care) and not disclose the same to any third party without the 
prior written consent of such owner in each case.  Third party as stated in the forego-
ing sentence does not include, and does not prevent (i) disclosure to Affiliates in ac-
cordance with Section 4.4 above and (ii) disclosure to any external expert outside any 
5G Action invited to the Technology Board above or a Working Group, provided that 
such expert or member has entered into confidentiality obligations substantially similar 
to those included in this Agreement prior to such disclosure; and

 it will during the Confidentiality Period only communicate Confidential Information on 
a need to know basis to another Party, an Affiliate or an expert to the Technology 
Board or Advisory Board member (on terms as stated above); and
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 it will during the term of the Collaboration Agreement, when communicating with any 
Party, an Affiliate, expert to the Technology Board or a Working Group member as 
stated above, strictly comply with any procedures for marking and handling of docu-
ments as decided by the Steering Board.

provided always that such agreement and undertaking shall not extend to any Confidential 
Information which the receiving Party can show:

a) was at the time of disclosure to or retrieval by the receiving Party published or other-
wise generally available to the public, or 

b) has after disclosure to or retrieval by the receiving Party been published or become 
generally available to the public other than through any act or omission on the part of 
the receiving Party or its Affiliates, or

c) was already in the possession of the receiving Party, without any restrictions on disclo-
sure, at the time of disclosure to or retrieval by the receiving Party or its Affiliates, or

d) was rightfully received by a receiving Party or its Affiliates) from others, including Affil-
iates, without any undertaking of confidentiality, or

e) was developed by the receiving Party or its Affiliates independently of the performance 
of this Collaboration Agreement.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, nothing in this Section 4.7 shall be understood to 
grant or constitute any direct or implied license to any copyright or patent, and each Party 
(and its Affiliates) shall retain the right to enforce its and their copyright and patents against 
any other Party in relation to the use, distribution or marketing of any hardware, software 
products or service.

Nothing in this Agreement shall prohibit or restrict any Party’s right to develop, make, use, 
market, license or distribute technology or services similar to or competitive with those dis-
closed in any Confidential Information of another Party as long as it does thereby not breach 
this Agreement.  Each Party acknowledges that the other Parties may already possess or 
have developed technology or services similar to or competitive with those disclosed in the 
Confidential Information of a Party.

4.7.3 Communication of information

For the avoidance of doubt, it is stated that the confidentiality obligations under this Collabo-
ration Agreement shall not be interpreted as to prevent the communication of Confidential 
Information

 as is needed to be communicated to comply with mandatory applicable laws or regula-
tions or a court or administrative order provided that insofar as reasonably possible 
the complying Party shall, to the extent permitted by law, prior to such communica-
tion, inform the owner of the Confidential Information of such possible need and shall, 
as far as is reasonably possible and to the extent legally possible, comply with such 
owner’s reasonable instructions designed to protect the confidentiality of such Confi-
dential Information;

 subject to Section 4.7. 4 to any Affiliate or to any other third party (including the Com-
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mission) insofar as strictly needed for the proper carrying out of the Collaboration 
Agreement;

 to any third party as strictly needed for technical reasons and insofar as needed for the
of Access Rights granted hereunder. 

4.7.4 Communication to third parties

With respect to any permitted communication of any Confidential Information referred to in 
the previous Section 4.7.3 by the receiving Party to a third party (including but not limited to 
its Affiliates and subcontractors) the receiving Party will: (i) ensure that appropriate ar-
rangements are in place prior to any such disclosure, to protect the Confidential Information 
to a similar degree as provided in Section 4.7.2; and (ii) use reasonable endeavors to ensure 
compliance with such arrangements.

5. LIABILITY:

5.1 No warranties

In respect of any information or materials (including 5G Action Results) supplied by any Party to a Party 
in another 5G Action under this Collaboration Agreement, no warranty or representation of any kind is 
made, given or implied as to the sufficiency or fitness for purpose nor as to the absence of any infringe-
ment of any proprietary rights of third parties. 

Therefore, 

- the recipient Party shall in all cases be entirely and solely liable for the use to which it puts such 
information and materials, and

- no Party granting Access Rights shall be liable vis-à-vis any of the other Parties in case of in-
fringement of proprietary rights of a third party resulting from any other Party (or its Affiliated 
Entities) exercising its Access Rights.

5.2 Limitations of liability

5.2.1 Liability: general

Subject to the following provisions of this Section 5.2, the general provisions of Belgian law governing 
liability (including both contractual and non-contractual liability) shall apply to any claim between the 
Parties for loss or damage caused by a Party, its employees, agents and Subcontractors and arising in 
connection with this Collaboration Agreement.

5.2.2 Excluded liabilities

To the extent permissible under applicable law and except as otherwise provided specifically below in 
this Section 5.2.2, in no event shall any Party be liable to another Party for loss or damage caused by a 
Party, its employees, agents and subcontractors in connection with this Collaboration Agreement for any 
of the following, however caused or arising, on any theory of liability, and even if such Party was in-
formed or aware of the possibility thereof: 

- loss of profits, revenue, income, interest, savings, production and business opportunities;

- lost contracts, goodwill, and anticipated savings;

- loss of or damage to reputation or to data;

- costs of recall of products; or
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- any type of indirect, incidental, punitive, special or consequential loss or damage.

5.2.3 Financial limit on liability 

The total aggregate liability of each Party to all of the other Parties collectively in respect of any and all 
claims (including for loss or damage caused by a Party, its employees, agents and Subcontractors) rising 
in connection with this Collaboration Agreement shall not exceed 200.000 Euro. 

5.2.4 The exclusions and limitations stated above shall not apply in respect of any act or omission caused 
by the gross negligence or willful act of a Party, its directors, employees, agents and Subcontractors.

5.2.5 Damage caused to third parties

Each Party shall be solely liable for any loss, damage or injury to third parties resulting from the perfor-
mance of the said Party’s obligations by it or on its behalf under this Collaboration Agreement or from its 
use of Results or Background.

6. GOVERNING LAW AND DISPUTES

6.1 This Agreement shall be construed according to and governed by the laws of Belgium, exclud-
ing its conflict of law provisions.

6.2 All disputes or differences directly arising in connection with this Collaboration Agreement, 
including any dispute in which a Party alleges that another Party has abused its power, which 
cannot be settled amicably, shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the competent court in 
Brussels.  Such court shall have jurisdiction in the event of a counterclaim made by the de-
fendant in the legal action.

6.3 The Parties concerned may instead elect unanimously to seek to resolve by mediation any 
dispute or difference arising in connection with this Collaboration Agreement and which can-
not be settled amicably by them.

6.4 Notwithstanding the foregoing, any Party shall be free to seek interim injunctive relief or any 
other temporary measures before any applicable competent court or tribunal, wherever lo-
cated, in order to seek to prevent or restrain any (i) infringement of its or their IPRs and/or 
(ii) unauthorized disclosure of Confidential Information. 

7 MISCELLANEOUS

7.1 Miscellaneous

7.1.1 No partnership or agency

Nothing in this Collaboration Agreement shall create a partnership or agency between any or 
all of the Parties.

7.1.2 No implied license

Except as explicitly granted in this Collaboration Agreement, no license, immunity, or other 
right is granted or assigned under this Collaboration Agreement, either directly or indirectly, 
by implication, estoppel or otherwise, to any Party or any of its Affiliates with respect to any 
IPR of the other Parties or their Affiliates.
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7.1.3 Enforcement of Intellectual Property Rights

No Party shall have any obligation under this Collaboration Agreement to institute any action 
or suit against any third party for infringement of any IPR to which it has granted a license 
hereunder, or to defend any action or suit brought by any third party which challenges or 
concerns the validity of any such IPR.  In addition, no Party to which any other Party has 
granted an IPR license under this Collaboration Agreement shall have any right to institute 
any action or suit against third parties for infringement of any such IPR. 

7.1.4 Assignment and amendments

Except as otherwise provided under this Collaboration Agreement, no Party shall, without 
the prior written consent of the other Parties, assign or otherwise transfer partially or totally 
any of its rights and obligations under this Collaboration Agreement.  Such consent shall not 
be unreasonably conditioned, withheld or delayed when such assignment or transfer is in fa-
vor of another Party or an Affiliate of the assigning Party or one of the other Parties.  Such 
consent shall be deemed granted where a Party has obtained the agreement of the Parties to 
its own 5G Action to such an assignment, and (if required) consent of the Commission.

Amendments and modifications to the text of this Collaboration Agreement require a sepa-
rate written agreement to be signed between all Parties.

7.2 Term and Termination

7.2.1 Term

This Collaboration Agreement shall come into force for each Party as from that Party’s Acces-
sion Date.

This Collaboration Agreement shall continue in full force and effect until the termination, 
completion or expiry of the last 5G Action, or unless terminated in accordance with this Sec-
tion 7.2.

7.2.2 Withdrawal/Early Termination

After signature of this Collaboration Agreement, no Party shall be entitled to voluntarily 
withdraw from this Collaboration Agreement, except as set forth below. 

In the event that (i) a Party withdraws from the Grant Agreements of all 5G Actions in which 
such Party has participated, as well as all of the corresponding 5G Consortium Agreements or 
(ii) such Party’s participation to the Grant Agreement of all 5G Actions as well as all of the 
corresponding 5G Consortium Agreements is terminated early, each in accordance with the 
applicable terms of the relevant 5G Consortium Agreements and Grant Agreements, then the 
Party concerned will be deemed to no longer be a party to this Collaboration Agreement, 
with effect from the effective date of withdrawal or termination from the last aforemen-
tioned Grant Agreement and Consortium Agreement. 

7.2.3 General provisions relating to termination or withdrawal

(i) Subject to article 4.2 (iv)The provisions of this Collaboration Agreement shall survive any 
expiration or termination or withdrawal to the extent needed to enable the Parties to 
pursue the remedies and benefits provided for in this Collaboration Agreement.
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(ii) Save in a case due to force majeure, in the event of a material breach by a Party (the 
“Defaulting Party”) of its obligations under this Collaboration Agreement (i) which is ir-
remediable or (ii) which is not remedied within one (1) month of the date of receipt of 
written notice from the chairman of the Steering Board, such notice requiring that the 
default be remedied, then the Steering Board represented by its chairman may termi-
nate this Collaboration Agreement with respect to the Defaulting Party concerned by 
written notice.

Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 5, such termination shall become effective 
with respect to such Defaulting Party as of the date of receipt of such notice.

(iii) For the avoidance of doubt, termination (howsoever arising) or withdrawal from this 
Collaboration Agreement shall not affect any rights or obligations incurred under this 
Collaboration Agreement in respect of that part of the withdrawing/terminated Party’s 
activities under this Collaboration Agreement which has been carried out (or which 
should have been carried out) prior to the date of the termination or withdrawal unless 

otherwise agreed in this Collaboration Agreement. A withdrawing or terminated Party 
(however arising) shall continue to grant Access Rights pursuant to this Collabora-
tion Agreement in respect of its Results existing at the effective date of its with-
drawal or termination (as the case may be). A withdrawing or terminated Party 
(however arising) is entitled to request Access Rights to Results under the terms 
of this Collaboration Agreement up to one year following the effective date of 
such withdrawal or termination (as the case may be), but only in respect of Re-
sults in existence at the effective date of such withdrawal or termination.

7.3 Formal notices

Any formal notice to be given under this Collaboration Agreement shall be in writing to the 
addresses and recipients listed in Annex 1 Part 3 of this Collaboration Agreement, or to such
other address and recipient as a Party may designate in respect of itself by written notice to 
the others.  Notices shall be deemed to have been served when personally delivered or (if 
transmitted by facsimile, email or otherwise) when transmitted, provided that such transmis-
sion is confirmed by receipt of a successful transmission report and confirmed by mail, email.

7.4 Severability

Should any provision of this CA become invalid, illegal or unenforceable, it shall not affect the 
validity of the remaining provisions of this CA. In such a case, the Parties concerned shall be 
entitled to request that a valid and practicable provision be negotiated which fulfils the pur-
pose of the original provision.

7.5. Accession

All Parties shall accede this Collaboration Agreement by signing the Declaration of Accession 
and submitting it to the attention of THE 5G INFRASTRUCTURE Association, c/o Anne De 
Moor, legal counsel, e-mail  : anne.demoor@5g-ppp.eu.
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The signature of a representative of a Party received by electronic image transmission (such 

as portable document format) will constitute an original signature.  

The respective coordinator for each 5G Action shall send a copy of all the signed Declaration 
of Accession to each Party in that 5G Action within sixty (60) days of receipt.

Delivery of the signed  Declaration of Accession by electronic image transmission shall have 

the same force and effect as delivery of the original Declaration of Accession.

_______________
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Annex 1 - Declaration of Accession

Part 1:

[Name of Party (legal entity)], represented for the purpose hereof by [name and title of person 

written out in full (person legally authorised to act on behalf of the legal entity)] acting as its legal 

authorised representative, is a beneficiary to a 5G Action (as defined in the Collaboration Agreement) 

and hereby consents to become a Party to the Collaboration Agreement and accepts all the rights 

and obligations of a Party as set out therein, with effect from the date this Declaration is acknowl-

edged as received duly completed by ...

[Name of Party (legal entity)] [PIC NUMBER} hereby submits the following information to be includ-
ed in Annex 3:

Party’s Registered Name: […]

Party’s Postal Address: […]

Name and position title of identified recipient: […]

Telephone Number: +[xx yyy zzzzzzzz]

Fax Number: +[xx yyy zzzzzzzz]

Part 2 List of Legal Entities, referred to in definition of “Affiliate”.

[insert]

Part 3: Address for the Purpose of Notices under
Section 7.3.4 

[insert]

Signed

Dated
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Annex 2 – List of 5G Actions

The 5G Actions as of 1/7/2015 are :

And the definitive list will be updated from time to time and be found at

https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-ppp-phase-1-projects/

Name

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M31 M32 M33 M34 M35 M36

CSA EURO 5G Euro-5G

R&I 5G-NORMA 5G NOvel Radio Multiservice adaptive network Architecture

R&I 5G-Xhaul Dynamically Reconfigurable Optical-Wireless Backhaul/Fronthaul with Cognitive Control Plane for Small Cells and Cloud-RANs

R&I 5G-ENSURE 5G security requirements

R&I CHARISMA Converged Heterogeneous Advanced 5G Cloud-RAN Architecture for Intelligent and Secure Media Access

R&I COGNET Building an Intelligent System of Insights and Action for 5G Network Management

R&I COHERENT Coordinated control and spectrum management for 5G heterogeneous radio access networks

R&I FANTASTIC 5G Flexible Air iNTerfAce for Scalable service delivery wiThin wIreless Communication networks of the 5th Generation

R&I Flex5Gware Flexible and efficient hardware/software platforms for 5G network elements and devices

R&I METIS II Mobile and wireless communications Enablers for Twenty-twenty (2020) Information Society-II

R&I mmMAGIC Millimetre-Wave Based Mobile Radio Access Network for Fifth Generation Integrated Communications

R&I SELFNET SELFNET - FRAMEWORK FOR SELF-ORGANIZED NETWORK MANAGEMENT IN VIRTUALIZED AND SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKS

R&I SESAME Small cEllS coordinAtion for Multi-tenancy and Edge services

R&I SPEED-5G quality of Service Provision and capacity Expansion through Extended-DSA for 5G

R&I SUPERFLUIDITY Superfluidity: a super-fluid, cloud-native, converged edge system

R&I XHAUL Xhaul: The 5G Integrated fronthaul/backhaul

I 5GEx 5G Exchange

I SONATA Service Programing and Orchestration for Virtualized Software Networks

I VirtuWind Virtual and programmable industrial network prototype deployed in operational Wind park

Timeplan:  M1= July 2015
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Annex 3 – KPI

1. Relevance and impact on  5G-PPP KPIs:

(a) Performance KPIs

P1
Providing 1000 times higher wireless area capacity and more varied service capabilities com-
pared to 2010. 

P2 Saving up to 90% of energy per service provided. 

P3 Reducing the average service creation time cycle from 90 hours to 90 minutes.

P4
Creating a secure, reliable and dependable Internet with a “zero perceived” downtime for ser-
vices provision.

P5
Facilitating very dense deployments of wireless communication links to connect over 7 trillion 
wireless devices serving over 7 billion people.

P6 Enabling advanced user controlled privacy.

(b) Societal KPIs

S1 Enabling advanced User controlled privacy;

S2 Reduction of energy consumption per service up to 90% (as compared to 2010);

S3 European availability of a competitive industrial offer for 5G systems and technologies;

S4
Stimulation of new economically-viable services of high societal value like U-HDTV and M2M 
applications;

S5 Establishment and availability of 5G skills development curricula (in partnership with the EIT).

(c) Business Related KPIs

B1
Leverage effect of EU research and innovation funding in terms of private investment in 
R&D for 5G systems in the order of 5 to 10 times;

B2
Target SME participation under this initiative commensurate with an allocation of 20% of 
the total public funding;
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B3
Reach a global market share for 5G equipment & services delivered by European head-
quartered ICT companies at, or above, the reported 2011 level of 43% global market share 
in communication infrastructure.

2. Relevance and impact on 5G-PPP Work Groups And 5G-PPP Joint Activities

WG1 5G Vision & Societal perspective

WG2 Enabling 5G via pre-standards

WG3 SME support

WG4 Spectrum for 5G

JA1 Community building and PR (Public Relations)

JA2 5G International cooperation

JA3 KPI monitoring and management

The number and nature of Work groups will be updated by the 5G-PPP Steering Board as the pro-
gramme evolves.  Decisions on WGs will be made and recorded as part of the 5G-PPP SB activities.




